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3 Wnt signaling

In this lecture, we will discuss methods for modeling biochemical networks using
mass action kinetics with the example of Wnt signaling as our motivation.

3.1 Introduction to Wnt signaling

TheWnt (pronounced “wint”) signaling pathway is central in many developmental
processes. To see how central it is, you might want to visit the Wnt homepage, run
by RoelNusse’s lab at Stanford, which details the components of the pathway as well
as a wealth of links to other information.

The history of the discovery of the Wnt family of proteins highlights its im-
portance in development. In their Nobel Prize-winning work published in 1980,
Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus discovered several genes that are central to devel-
opment in Drosophila. One of these was a segment polarity gene Wingless (Wg).
The gene was so named because of its phenotype: wingless adult flies, so the gene
has downstream effects past regulation of segment polarity. A couple years later,
Nusse and Varmus discovered a gene in mice where mutations caused breast cancer,
which they named integration 1, or int1. It was later discovered that int1 is highly
conserved across species, includingDrosophila, and that it was part of the same fam-
ily asWg. Going forward, this family of genes was referred to asWnt, a combination
of Wg and int.

During development, as we have mentioned in class, neighboring cells need to
communicate to each other for differentiation. Beyond that, they need to sense their
environment; e.g., they need to make changes to gene expression levels depending
on external morphogen concentrations. In order to accomplish this, the “signal”
must cross the cell membrane.

The Wnt pathway, shown in Fig. 2 is one major signaling pathway for accom-
plishing this. The transmembrane proteins Frizzled and LRP (lipoprotein receptor-
related protein) are Wnt’s binding partners. When unbound to Wnt, these proteins
do not interfere with the destruction cycle of Ȁ -catenin, an important transcription
factor (more on Ȁ -catenin soon). At the center of this destruction cycle is a com-
plex of axin and adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), the latter so named because in
humans it was found to be a colorectal tumor suppressor. This complex is com-
monly referred to as the axin complex. It recuits casein kinase 1 (CK1) and glycogen
synthase kinase 3 (GSK-3), which phosphorylate Ȁ -catenin. The phosphorylated
Ȁ -catenin is then targeted by Ȁ -TrCP, which promotes polyubiquitinization of the
phosphorylated Ȁ -catenin, which is then degraded by the proteasome.

WhenWnt is present outside of the cell membrane, it binds to Fizzled and LRP,
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Figure 2: Schematic of the Wnt signaling pathway. Taken from Fig. 8.15 of
Lim, Mayer, and Pawson, Cell Signaling, Garland Science, 2015.

bringing them together as a heterodimer. In this configuration, Frizzled mediates
the phosphorlyation and activation of Dishevelled (DVL, a.k.a. Dsh), which then
has a strong affinity for axin. Furthermore, the tail of LRP is available for phospho-
rylation by CK1 and GSK-3. Thus, this activated Frizzled/LRP complex attracts the
components of the degradation complex, thereby making them less available for de-
grading Ȁ -catenin. As a result, stable, unphosphorylated Ȁ -catenin can enter the
nucleus. It then binds its coactivators, e.g., the transcription factor LEF1, and turns
on expression of target genes. There are many Wnt-controlled target genes; c-Myc,
a multifunctional regulator gene with roles in cellular transformation, is an example.

3.2 A more detailed look at Wnt signaling

In the Goentoro, et al. paper we are reading in class, we take a more detailed look
of Wnt signaling beyond the cartoon in Fig. 2. The model is based on the work in
Lee, et al. from the very first issue of PLoS Biology. Their schematic of Wnt signal-
ing is shown in Fig. 3. They have labeled protein-protein interactions with arrows,
each one identified with a number, with dashed arrows meaning interactions that
are mediated through other proteins. Importantly, they have labeled subprocesses
within this spaghetti-looking network to give it clarity. The destruction core cycle
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of Ȁ -catenin cycles along, provided the equilibrium described by reactions 4 and 5 is
unperturbed. The presence of a Wnt molecule affects this equilibrium by activating
Dishevelled, which affects the reaction 4/5 equilbrium by breaking down the inactive
APC/Axis, GSK-3 complex.

Figure 3: Amore detailedmodel forWnt signaling. Twoheaded arrows indicate
reversible reactions and one-headed indicate irreversible reactions. Dashed ar-
rows indicate reactions that have other mediators of the reactions. From Lee,
et al., PLoS Biology, 1, 116–132, 2003.

This is a complicated picture. Our goal is to mathematize this picture using the
principle ofmass actionwe talked about in the last lecture, getmeasured or estimated
values for the parameters in the dynamical equations, and compute how changes in
Wnt levels affect transcriptional activation.

3.3 Mathematizing the cartoon

As is often done in the study of signal transduction networks, mass action kinetics
are used to model the dynamics. Recalling from last lecture, the rate of a chemical
reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the chemical species
involved. The constant of proportionality is called the rate constant. Importantly,
mass action kinetics do not consider individual reactant molecules, only concentra-
tions of them. Bear in mind also when mass action is valid based on the assump-
tions we made when deriving it. When the number of reactants are small, or indeed
their production is inherently stochastic, as in bursty gene expression, we should
instead use stochastic simulation. Because we are not taking into account spatial ar-
rangements of the molecules in our mass action treatment, we are implicitly making
a well-mixed assumption, meaning that the concentrations are spatially homoge-
neous, or at least effectively so. Clearly, phosphorylatedDishevelled is not uniformly
distributed in space, since it localizes to Frizzled/LRP on the membrane. Nonethe-
less, we assume that the dynamics of diffusion and spatial organization are fast com-
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pared to the chemical kinetics, so we neglect the spatial distribution of molecules.
(In future studies, we will not neglect diffusion, to interesting consequences.)

Despite all of these caveats, mass action kinetics seem to be unreasonably ef-
fective at describing measured dynamics and making testable predictions. We will
therefore employ them in mathematizing the cartoon of the Wnt signaling pathway.

Lee and coworkers write dynamical equations for the entirety of the cartoon,
making simplifying assumptions along the way. For demonstration purposes, we
will mathematize only the Ȁ -catenin destruction core cycle with Ȁ -catenin input
and phosphorylated Ȁ -catenin output. I.e., we will disconnect it from the reversible
phosphorylation of APC (reactions 4 and 5 in Fig. 3). Note that reactions 4 and 5
are obviously crucial for getting the full dynamics of Wnt signaling.

In writing the dynamical equations, we do as Lee, et al. and assign numbers for
the complexes, since “(Ȁ -catenin∗/APC∗/Axin∗/GSK3)” is a bit big for a subscript!

number species

3 APC∗/Axin∗/GSK-3

8 Ȁ -catenin/APC∗/Axin∗/GSK-3

9 Ȁ -catenin∗/APC∗/Axin∗/GSK-3

10 Ȁ -catenin∗

11 Ȁ -catenin

Now we can write down the differential equations using mass action.

ED�
EU = −L�D�D�� + L-�D� + L��D�, (3.1)

ED�
EU = L�D�D�� − L-�D� − L�D�, (3.2)

ED�
EU = L�D� − L��D�, (3.3)

ED��
EU = L��D� − L��D��, (3.4)

ED��
EU = L�� − L�D�D�� + L-�D�. (3.5)

We see that

ED�
EU +

ED�
EU +

ED�
EU = �, (3.6)
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which implies that the quantity D� + D� + D� is conserved. This makes sense, since
this is the total amount of APC/Axin/GSK-3 present. We will call this conserved
quantity D".

3.3.1 The unique steady state

We can solve for the steady state of this system of ODEs by setting the time deriva-
tives equal to zero and solving. We can subtract equation (3.1) from equation (3.5)
and solve to get that D� = L��/L�� at steady state. Then, using equations (3.2) and
(3.4), we get D� = L��/L� and D�� = L��/L�� at steady state. We then find that at
steady state

D� = D" − D� − D� = D" − L��
L�

− L��
L�

. (3.7)

We finally can solve for D�� at steady state to get

D�� =
L��
L�

(
� − L-�

L�

)(
D" − L��

L�
− L��

L�

)−�
. (3.8)

So, wehave found a unique steady state. That the steady state exists and is unique
is a useful piece of information in and of itself. We have also found that the steady
state values of all species depend on the production rate of Ȁ -catenin, L��.

3.3.2 Numerical solution

Asystemof linearODEs is easily solvednumerically. In solving theODEs, we take an
initial condition of no Ȁ -catenin at all in the system, starting onlywithAxin complex.
The total concentration of Axin complex is conserved, with a level of 50 nM, as given
in the Lee, et al. paper. We take all other parameters as those reported in the paper
as well. The two parameters that are not reported there are L-� and L��. (Actually, L�
is not reported either, but ,E,� = L-�/L� is reported.)

It is easiest to see the effects of varying L�� and L-� using interactive plotting.
I do this, and demonstrate methods for numerically solving ODEs, in this Jupyter
notebook. Youwill need to have aworking Python 3 distributionwith recent versions
of JupyterLab, NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, and Bokeh installed.

A sample of the plot is shown in Fig. 4. In moving the sliders in the interac-
tive plot, we see that L�� serves to set the scale of Ȁ -cat and Ȁ -cat∗ concentrations.
Varying L-� sets the total amount of Ȁ -catenin. Interestingly, for these parameter
values, the concentrations of all Axin-associated complexes is essentially constant.
We could make this approximation in the dynamics and get simplified equations for
the kinetics.
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Figure 4: The dynamics of the major species in the Ȁ -catenin destruction cycle
with all parameters as given in Lee, et al., and L-� = � min−� and L�� = ���
(nM-min)−�.
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